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Planning Committee 3 March 2022, Item 5: 266-270 Gunnersbury Avenue  

Annotated Extracts of Planning Officer Report with WCGS annotations shown in purple 

1.Design and the impact on the character of the wider area  

1.2 The building would be achieve a 99% reduction in carbon emissions and would be of an 

acceptable design. [the design is totally unacceptable – see WCGS comments and our Power Road 

context and character document] The current site is vacant and would bring the site back into an 

economically productive use which would provide economic benefits for the Borough [a storage 

facility providing 3 – 4 jobs???]. 

5 CONSULTATIONS 

5.2 [Summary of WCGS comments fails to give adequate account of the basis/rationale for our 

objections – see WCGS comments in full.  

The following two points as written are difficult to interpret and/or mis-represent our comment: 

No harm to either Gunnersbury Park or Gunnersbury Cemetery due to screening from trees is not 

acceptable approach We said: The unacceptability of placing reliance on trees to mitigate harm to 

such heritage assets has been clearly established during the Public Inquiry on the Chiswick Curve.  

Soft landscaping of the building would be welcome on Gunnersbury Avenue, the limited planting 

would significantly reduce the visual incongruity of the building We said: we fail to see how this 

limited planting at ground level would significantly reduce the visual incongruity of a building of the 

proposed scale and design.] 

8. ASSESSMENT 

8.17 London Plan policy D3 requires developments to enhance local context by delivering buildings 

and spaces that positively respond to local distinctiveness through their layout, orientation, scale, 

appearance and shape, with due regard to existing and emerging street hierarchy, building types, 

forms and proportions and which are street-based with clearly defined public and private 

environments. [Proposed building fails badly on these requirements  – see WCGS comments and our 

Power Road Context and character document] 

8.18 London Plan policy D4 is in regard to delivering good design and requires that Boroughs assess 

developments by the necessary officers and requires maximum design detail is submitted during the 

application stage, with appropriately worded conditions attached to any permission.  

8.19 Local Plan policies CC1 and CC2 state that the Council will recognise the context and varied 

character of the borough’s places and seek to ensure that all new development conserves and takes 

opportunities to enhance their special qualities and heritage. They seek to retain, promote and 

support high quality urban design and architecture to create attractive, distinctive, and liveable 

places. [No account has been taken of Power Road’s special qualities and heritage contrary to the 

Council’s expressed vision for this estate – see WCGS comments and our Power Road context and 

character document] 
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 8.20 The proposed development would include the demolition of the existing three-storey office 

building and the erection of an eight-storey building for use as self-storage, with a maximum height 

of 28 metres. The existing building is not of any significant amenity value for the area with a dated 

appearance, while the surrounding context is occupied by a wide variety of commercial buildings 

[see images in our Context and Character document], and the proposed redevelopment of the site is 

therefore supported. 

 8.21 Local Plan Policy CC3 defines tall buildings in the borough as any building over 20 metre, which 

this building would therefore be categorised as, and goes on to indicate that taller buildings may be 

supported along sections of the A4 ‘Golden Mile Frontage, such as the Great West Corridor’, [the 

site is on Gunnersbury Avenue not on the A4] however they need to be sensitively located and of a 

height and scale that is in proportion to its location and setting [it most definitely is not], and 

carefully related to respond to the character of the wider area [[it most definitely does not; 

moreover, the applicant’s D&A statement indicates that it was agreed during pre-application 

discussions that: “Any development would need to be subservient given diverse and sensitive nature 

of the wider setting / close to residential uses.” The proposed building would dominate its 

surroundings.]  

8.22 While although a significant increase in massing compared to the existing building, it would not 

be as high as buildings consented in the immediate context, and would sit lower than the 8-storey 

office building approved at No.250 Gunnerbsury Avenue in 2018 [this is a red herring; the office 

building at No.250, which was approved in 2017 (00535/250/P13) has not been built and, having 

been refused a taller co-living scheme, the developer’s latest applications were Prior Approvals for 5-

storey buildings], as well as the approved scheme at 2 Larch Drive to the west, which includes blocks 

ranging from 8-13 storeys in height. [This scheme is on the other side of Gunnersbury Avenue within 

the main Great West Corridor; the influence of such schemes should not be allowed to intrude into 

the sensitive low-rise townscape to the east.] The proposed size and scale would therefore not 

appear out of keeping with the emerging townscape.  

8.23 While although the building line would be brought forward the existing building line, it would 

still be positioned further back than neighbouring building No.272 to the south and would therefore 

appear appropriate within this context. [see photos on page 4] Landscaping is proposed along the 

Gunnersbury Avenue side [what room would there be for landscaping if building brought forward; 

ownership of grass verge not known – possibly TfL] of the side (sic) and to the east of the building, 

full details of which would also be secured via condition.  

8.24 The design of the overall building is primarily a functional one. However, [insufficient] efforts 

have been made to ensure the elevational treatment of the primary elevation along Gunnersbury 

Avenue creates visual interest without appearing overly dominant [???], through the use of carefully 

considered glazing to provide activation of this elevation [but no active use]. The remaining 

elevations would be constructed primarily of silver panels with accents of red cladding which would 

have an industrial look and feel which would be appropriate given its located within the Power Road 

Industrial Estate [Absolutely not – Power Road is not some “big-box” industrial estate on the 

outskirts of Heathrow Airport; it is an example of (LBH LL CH85) “planned industrial estates in the 

expanding suburbs during the interwar period”. See WCGS comments and our Power Road context 

and character document]. Full details of the proposed materials would be secured via condition to 

ensure their quality.  

8.25 The site is not located within a conservation area, however, it is located between two 

conservation areas: Thorney Hedge and Gunnersbury Park Conservation Areas. The development 
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would be located a significant distance away and as result the character and appearance of these 

two conservation areas would be preserved. [It might well appear from view-points within Thorney 

Hedge CA as an alien intrusion rising above the low-rise buildings in between] In addition, it would 

not impact on wider views, including those from Kew Gardens World Heritage Site. The proposal 

would therefore not result in harm to any heritage asset. [This does not address harm to heritage 

assets within Power Road itself including Locally Listed buildings see WCGS comments and our 

Power Road context and character document. LBH policy states: Inclusion on the local list does not 

provide any additional planning controls, however it is a material consideration in planning 

decisions. Inclusion of an asset on the local list designates it as a ‘heritage asset’, and as such its 

preservation is an objective of the National Planning Police Framework (NPPF). The NPPF contains 

policies that apply to heritage assets regardless of whether or not they are locally listed, however, 

local listing provides a sound, consistent and accountable means of identifying local heritage 

assets to the benefit of good strategic planning for the area, and to the benefit of owners and 

developers wishing to fully understand local development opportunities and constraints.] 

 8.26 Overall, whilst the proposal would represent a significant addition to the site in terms of built 

form, however, it is considered that the scale, size and design of development would be appropriate 

to the site and the wider area. [Strongly disagree for all reasons given]   

11.3 Most new development which creates net additional floor space of 100 square metres or more, 

or creates a new dwelling, is potentially liable to pay the CIL to Hounslow and the Mayor of London.  

Existing lawful floor space    Demolished floor space     Proposed floor area          CIL liable floor space  

2,100 square metres              2,100 square metres         3,386 square metres        1,286 square metres. 

[What about the additional 9184 square metres of gross internal area provided by means of 

demountable mezzanines?] 

12.0 CONCLUSION  

12.1 The development would make use of an existing vacant site previously in use as offices; 

bringing it back into a functioning economic use contributing to employment opportunities [a loss of  

from around 150 to 3-4 in-use jobs and very limited, temporary construction jobs] and economic 

growth in the Borough, while providing benefits [of questionable need] to Small-Medium Enterprises 

within the Locally Significant Power Road Industrial Estate.  

12.2 The new building has been sensitively designed to respond to its surroundings [absolutely not-  

see above] and achieve a 99% reduction in carbon emissions.  

12.3 The development would not unacceptably impact on the safe and efficient operation of the 

local transport network; and would secure improvements to sustainable modes of transport in the 

local area.  

12.4 Overall, this would be a sustainable development, and deliver wide ranging benefits for the 

Borough [a largely speculative storage facility with a loss of potential employment ???], and subject 

to safeguarding planning conditions and obligations, the development would comply with the 

development plan when read as a whole and is therefore recommended for approval. [We maintain 

that it does not comply with several important policies with the development plan and these 

departures are not outweighed by any significant public benefit. Moreover approval of the current 

proposals would seriously undermine the Council's vision for the Power Road estate – see above and 

WCGS comments and our Power Road context and character document. We request that the 

application is refused.] 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/6077/2116950.pdf
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This photo shows the staggered building line on Gunnersbury Avenue 

 From left to right: No. 266-270 with current building line set back from site boundary, main building 

of No. 272 a little forward of No. 266-270 and the black and blue fin of No. 272 considerably further 

forward. Compare with photo below taken from application. It would appear that the building line is 

well forward of the main building of No. 272 and more on a level with the slim 272 fin.  

 

 

WCGS 28 February 2022 


